INTRODUCTION
Electromigration failure occurs by the accumulation of vacancies at sites where microstructural irregulat-ities create a divergence in the current-enhanced vacancy flux [ 1 J. Recent studies have shown that the predominant failure sites in narrow interconnects with partially "bamboo" grain structure are located at the longest polygranular segments in the h e [2] . It has been also reported that the electromigration lifetime increases significantly as the number of grain-boundary triple junctions per unit line length decreases [3] . These reports suggest that the control of grain structure, to reduce the kngths of polygranular segments and die number of grains in each polygranular segment, will enhance the reliability of the interconnects. -
The work reported here studies the influence of grain structure on electromigration failure in pure Al and Al-2wt%Cu-lwt.%Si lines with 1 pm and 1.3 pm widths, respectively. It is well documenkd that both the median time to failure (MTF) and the deviation of the time to failure (DTF) change with the width of lines patterned from a given grain structure [4-7). The present work focuses on the influence of grain structure at given width. The structure is modified by annealing pre-patterned lines at moderate temperature to create microstructures that contain a high .fraction of bamboo grains. Given prior work [2J showing that die failure kinetics of lines with pairtially bamboo structures are controlled by the longest residual polygranular segments, the MTF should be increased by annealing treatments that reduce the length of the longest polygranular segments, and the DTF should be reduced by annealing treatments that preferentially attack the longest polygranular segments to produce more uniform distributions of maximum segment lengths.
EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURE
Pure AI films were deposited by sputtering at room temperature on p-type Si wafers coated with a thermally grown native oxide, 0.07 pm in thickness. The sputtered films were de-'posited to a thickness of 0.5 w. The films weie patterned into test lines of l pm width by stanidard photolithography and plasma dry etching techniques. The test lines were annealed for varirous times at 480 oC in an Ar atmosphere. Si diffusion from the underlayer is negiigible for these MAST annealing conditions. Eleclromigration tests were then performed at 225 O C at a current density of 1.2~106 Ncrn2. The test results were analyzed based on the fact that the changes in MTF and, DTF were caused by different grain structures. Since the lines had no alloying elements and were unpassivated, the different annealing times would create only the different grain structures-In1 addition to pure A1 lines, Al-2wt.%Cu-lwt% Si lines of 1.3 pm in width were ptepared by the same fabrication methods in order to compare the results of pure Al lines with those of Al-alloy:
lines. After the lines were annealed in a mixture of H2 and N2, the electro &ration test was structures of all the lines were studied by using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and performed at the same temperature under a higher current density of 3.0~10 61 A/cm2. The grain scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Grain-Structure Control in Pure A1 Line3
Electromigration tests were performed for a group of as-patterned lines and four groups of lines that had been annealed for 5 rnin., 15 min., 30 min. and 60 min. at 480 O C . The failure times ai= plotted in Fig. 1 . The failure times were fitted to log-normal distribution curves, and the MTF and the DTF calculated from these distributions. The results are plotted in Fig. 2 . It is. The variations in the MT. F and'DTF shown in Fig. 2 must be a consequence of the evoluition of the grain structure during annealing, since this is the only variable in the test. The changes .in the grain structure are illustrated in the transmission electron micrographs shown in Fig. 3 . Before annealing, the lines were fine-grained along their whole lengths (Fig. 3-(a) ). The average igrain size was 0.13 pm. During the first 5 min. of annealing, bamboo grains develop at isolated ipoints along the line. dividing the line into very long polygranular segments that contain fine ;grains ( Fig. 3-(b) ). This microstructure minimizes the MTF. This decrease in MTF is expected. While the fine grain structure of the as-patterned lines leads to a high flux of Ai atoms, which can .migrate along grain boundaries, the relative uniformity of the grain structure minimizes the flux divergence that causes accumulation of vacancies and voiding. On the other hand, the long poly-'granular segments present after 5 min. annealing have microstructural discontinuities at their terminal points that create large flux divergences. Hence, the reliability is degraded by a short period, of annealing. --_ - The MTF is dramatically increased when the annealing time is raised to 60 min.. The DTF also increases, but retains a relatively small value, so the time to first failure increases significantly. This improvement in performance is associated with three microstructural changes. First, as illustrated in Fig. 3-(c) , the polygranular segments are broken up by grain growth so that their maximum lengths are significantly decreased. Second, the residual polygranular segments contain relatively large grains; this lowers the vacancy flux within them and decreases the flux divergence at their boundaries. Third, the preferential destruction of the longest polygranular segments modulates the variation in the length of the longest polygranular segments from line to line, maintaining a low value of the DTF. The results suggest that, while perfect-bamboo structures may be the best choice for AI interconnects (81, near-bamboo structures with short polygranular segments and a narrow distribution of segment lengths can be effectively used as reliable interconnects.
In prior work, the MTF and DTF have been plotted as a function of the effective line width, W/G, the ratio of line width to mean grain size [S-61. The results show that while the MTF increases dramatically as the effective line width decrease in the "bamboo" regime, the DTF also increases, with the result that there is little improvement in the time to first failure, which is the relevant design parameter. As the data in Fig. 2 show, however, annealing the line after patterning leads to a similar (or greater) increase in the MTF, while the DTF quickly saturates.
The net result is a significant increase in the time to first failure. The apparent reason for this benefit is that the longer polygranular segments are preferentially attacked and broken up during annealing, so that the probability of finding a very long polygranular segment becomes low. Statistical studies of polygranular segment length as a function of annealing time are underway to quantify this effect. .
p"
n- Fig. 3 also shows the typical morphologies of voids in pure AI lines which were examined using TEM. Except for the lines which had a uniform polygranular structure in the entire length, the dominant failure mechanism was the formation of a void in the bamboo grain which was located at the upstream end of a polygranular segment. To illustrate this argument, typical voids which were observed in the 60-rnin.-annealed lines are shown in Fig. 4 . It appears that, while the void shapes look different, all the voids are related to the polygranular segments. It has been reported that, if a polygranular segment in near-bamboo structures is shorter than the "Blech length" for a given cumnt density, the electromigration-induced voids associated with the polygranular segment should not occur [5,9]. Since Fig. 3-(c) and Fig. 4 show typical polygranular segments obtained from near-bamboo structures, it is useful to compare th lengths this length is 5-10 pm [SI. Note the void locations and the polygranular-segment lengths shown in Fig. 3-(c) and Fig. 4 . The voids still occur near the ends of the polygranular segments, even though they are shorter than the Blech length. This result suggests that the flux divergence associated with short polygranular segments can still create void failures, even in near-bamboo structures. On the other hand, it seems that the void shape and the find failure location depend on the different void-growing pattern which may result from the different nature of the bamboo grain next to the polygranular segment.
pm
The observation of the near-bamboo Al lines is in agreement with the recent suggestion by Lloyd [lo] . It was suggested that, while different diffusion paths such as an interface or a lattice can be a major role for the failures near short polygranular segments, the grain boundary diffusion in the short polygranular segments possibly contributes to the electromigration failures near those segments. Although a clear feature of this phenomenon is not yet understood, provided that polygranular segments exist, the electromigration failure would be closely related to the condensation of vacancies which are ejected from the polygranular segments.
of those polygranular segments with the Blech length. For a current density of 1.2~10 % A/crnZ, Following tests on pure AI lines, we studied the influence of post-patterning annealing on Al-2wt.%Cu-lwt.%Si lines, The average grain size of the as-deposited film was 0.2p-1, however, before patterning, a rapid thermal annealing (RTA) was carried out for 5 min. at 500 OC, which increases the average grain size to 0.9 pm The lines were then patterned and annealed forI-TG MTF variation shown in Fig. 5 resembles that pure Al lines shown in Fig. 2, except that there is no decrease in MTF after a short period of annealing. This difference has a simple explanation. The initial decrease in the MTF of the A1 lines was attributed to the formation of bamboo grains. The microstructure of the as-patterned lines of Al-Cu-Si already conlains bamboo grains which defiie polygranular segments (Fig. 7) . Hence the preferential failure sites were present before the annealing was performed. The major changes during annealing were a decrease in the lengths of polygranular segments and a coarsening of the grains within the polygranular seg- A bamboo grain which exists with long polygranular segments is shown.
The saturation of the DTF also occurred in the Al-Cu-Si lines (Fig. 6 ). Interestingly, similar results were obtained for the study on A1-Sc alloys [ 111. Therefore, it is plausible to conclude that annealing to create near-bamboo or perfect-bamboo structures increases the reliability of Al-based interconnects. The typical failure morphology of the Al-Cu-Si lines is shown in Fig. 8 . For the purpose of comparison, the microstructure of a reference line which was prepared by the same fabrication methods but was not stressed by current is also shown. Consistent with prior work [2] , the failure void forms at the upstream end of a long polygranular segment, while a Cu-rich precipitate forms at the downstream end, and Cu is swept from the polygranular segment and a portion of the 'upstream barn boo grain prior to failure.
